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Introduction
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES:a struggle for stronger links

n unusual mix of more than a hundred secon-
dary and higher educational leaders met in Wash-
ington, D.C., to "reassess the relationship between
colleges and secondary schools." Convened by the
Danforth Foundation in collaboration with the In-
stitute for Development of Educational Activities, Inc.
(IIIDIE1A1), the participants came from high-school and
college administrations, faculties and student bodies,
from positions of legislative and bureaucratic power,
and more significantly from distinctly different
professional backgrounds, educational philosophies,
and value commitments. For many of them, accus-
tomed only to meetings with others from their own
academic fields or similar professional responsibilities,
the experience in the seminar confrontations must
have been like the sojourn of a traveler to a strange
land. This phenomenon is a major cause of the prob-
lem confronted at the conference: having permitted
the formation of two worlds of education, walls have
been erected between them which weaken the quality
and strength of accomplishment and do a disservice
to the human beings served by both sectors. They,
after all,,,serve persons who move from one institution
to the next in pursuit of knowledge and self-
perception, and a two-way flow of information should
be taking place pertaining to teaching and learning,
administration, and student life.
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Dr. Gene L. Schwilck, vice president of the Dan-
forth Foundation, had delineated the problem in strong
terms prior to the conference:

The relationships between the faculties and^
administrators of colleges and schools have
frequently been marked by distrust., a lack
of interaction, and conflicting educational
objectives. Basically, secondary teachers
often feel that school curricula and evalua-
Lon procedures are dictated by professor%
College faculty often blame student failure
on inadequate high-school preparation. This
century is punctuated with dramatic efforts
of high schools proclaiming their indepen-
dence from colleges, Only a small proportion
of teachers belong to professional organiza-
tions which include professors. The converse
is also true. Seldom do conferences include
representatives of each group. Communica-
tion is obviously limited. There is evidence,
however, which indicates that each group
regrets the lack of ,cooperative effort,

On the basis of the conference at Washington, this
problem turned out to have been understated. At
times during the three-day period the tension could
have been cut with a knife.

3
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THE REVOLUTION IN SECONDARY SCI-

4 Jahn Birmingham

(3 Controversial
ultimedia

Presentation
of the Issues
Opens Conference

"HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE NIGGERS!"
This statement by teenage activist John Birmingham,
author of the book Our Time is Now. Notes from the
high school underground., jolted many of the 100
secondary school and college educators assembled for
an hour-long multimedia presentation which opened
the conference.

Young Birmingham went on to explain: "It makes

no difference if their skin is whi
or brown high school student
you get that straight, our school

"Being a student and hating E
as being black and hating sla
analogy between students and
emphasize how bad the condit
exaggerating it.

"Today, much of the learnin
high schools is a result of disci!
thor continued. "The students
cause the teacher is telling then
students don't learn the,facts, I
And the students respecethe tea
cause they are taught that they
a bad future career if they don'i

"Nothing is wrong with disc
wrong with facts. However, al

\

should not be based on them, a
is. It seems as though every
activity that could possibly enc
blow it.

"In many classrooms, discipl
so that learning history in high
how to salute an officer in the a]

Young Birmingham's point wa
a high-school boy singing a par(
Get When You Fall In Love?":



ONDARY SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
o difference if their skin is white, or yellow, or black,
brown high school students are all niggersl When

ou get that straight, our schools begin to make sense.
"Being a student and hating school is as justifiable
being black and hating slavery. Obviously, the

alogy between students and niggers is meant to
phasize how bad the condition of students is by
aggerating it.
"Today, much of the learning that goes on in the

igh schools is a result of discipline," the teenage au-
lor continued. "The students are learning facts be-
use the teacher is telling them the facts, and if the
udents don't learn the facts, they, will fail the test.
nd the students respect the teacher and the tests be-
use they are taught that they will be punished with
bad future career if they don't.
"Nothing is wrong with discipline, and nothing is
rong w3+!? facts. However, an educational system

"Some high-school
students in Downey,
Calif orn'a, put it
well wi 9,--1 they .
asked, 'pid you ever
notice how the
barbed-wire around
our school is facing

.inWard r "

ould not be based on them, as it seems to me ours
It seems as though every time a school starts an

ctivity that could possibly encourage thinking, they
low it.
"In many classrooms, discipline is used in excess,

o that learning history in high school is like learning
ow to salute an officer in the army."
Young Birmingham's point was omphasized next by
high-school boy singing a parody of "What Do You
et When You Fall In Love?":

What do you get when you go to school?
You get dirty looks 'cause your hair's

to your collar;
Discipline codes that make you holler,

I'll never graduate in June
Oh, oh, I'll never graduate in June!

What do you get when you sit in class?
You get a lot of facts to memorize;

You don't learn much, that's no surprise,
I'll never make it through to June

Oh, oh, I'll never make it through
to June !

Don't tell me what it's all about,
'Cause I've been there and I'm gonna

drop out;
Out of these chains, these chains

that bind you,
That is why I'm here to remind you..

What do you get when you take a test?
You get a paper bag to put your hand in.

Self respect? Hell, that's abandoned;
I've gotta leave this school real soon.

Oh, oh, I'll never graduate in June !

Ye. }...tr,
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Other highlights of the presentation included a tele
vision spoof called "Sez-A-Me Street." Guest celebriti
Sarah Bernhard counted climatically from one to 1
while a film clip was run showing how a boy is treate
as a baby until the day he graduates from high schoo

when he suddenly is supposed to become an "in
stant adult." (See sequence of pictures at the bottom o
the following two pages.)

A moving antiwar song provided the backgroum
for a series of color-slide juxtapositions of preschoo
children at play with their toy guns and helmets
against pictures of America's fighting men in Vietnam.



ihts of the presentation included a tele-
lied "Sez-A-Me Street." Guest celebrity

counted dramatically from one to 18
was run showing how a boy is treated
the day he graduates from high school
ddenly is supposed to become an "in-
e sequence of pictures at the bottom of
two pages.)
ntiwar song provided the background
color-slide juxtaposition of preschool
y with their toy guns and helmets
of America's fighting men in Vietnam.

Ending the Vietnam War remains a vital concern
among college students, according to John D. Rocke-
feller III, who spent the past two years studying the
polarization of American young people and the Es-
tablithment. The soundtrack of the presentation in-
cluded a tape-recorded report by Mr. Rockefeller, who
said tL at his research revealed an interesting fact about
college students. When asked about problems to which
they will devote their personal time, they rank the
war fourth, behind poverty, pollution, and racism.

Calling for a "generative rather than reactive re-
sponse" from today's youth, Mr. Rockefeller con-
cluded that, "The fundamental issue still is the relative
lack of response by the Establishment to the construc-
tive potential of the young." He and his task force
have examined closely the idea of a "national service"
program, launched and sponsored by the federal gov-
ernment, in which young men and women would
devote one or two years in nonmilitary service to
their country.

Although the proposed plans for such a program
vary in details, the central theme is the same: a large-
scale program to employ the restless energies of young
people in areas where subprofessional manpower is



needed, such as environment, tutoring, and delivery
of health services.

"In many ways, this approach has great appeal,"
Mr. Rockefelkr said, "but I concluded that it is not
the answer. The fundamental difficulty is that a formal
national service program, organized and funded by
the federal governwent, is not in tune with the mood
and temper of youth today.

"Most concerned young people do not want to be
cogs in a national program. By and large, they are
skeptical about working for the federal government.
They much prefer a loose and free form of organiza-
tion that can move flexibly to targets of opportunity at
local and regional levels. And they want to have some
influence over any activity to which they make a
commitment.

"If young people today are to work directly on the
massive problems confronting our society and if fun-
damental social change is to be possible where neces-
sary, then I believe it will be the private sector that will
have to develop and support the required programs."

In the course of the research sponsored by

k

John D. Rockefeller III

"THE DAY AFTER HIS HIGH-SCHOOL (



John D. Rockefeller III

Mr. Rockefeller, 408 Establishment leaders mainly
business executives were interviewed. There was
substantial agreement among college students and
business executives on the issues that must be dealt
with on a collaborative basis: poverty, racism, pol-
lution, overpopulation, and drug addiction.

In spite of their misgivings, young people are ready
to give cooperation a try, according to Mr. Rockefeller.
By an almost three-to-one margin, they say they would
rather work with the Establishment in coping with
social issues than with protest groups. At the same
time, there is a very strong and frustrated wish on the
part of business leaders to establish dialogue with
the young.

Both the students and businessmen endorse four
sample project ideas in the Rockefeller survey. Ranked
highest by both students and businessmen is the proj-
ect that calls for a two-year environmental program
in a major river valley. It would involve creating a
student corporation, based in a consortium of univer-
sities in the area. The students would draw on faculty
expertise as needed, and work to enlist the know-how

DAY AFTER HIS HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATION, HE TRANSFORMS PUMPKIN-LIKE INTO A MATUR



and support of the Establishment in the area, espe-
cially business and civic leaders.

Mr. Rockefeller concluded by telling the members
of the audience: "The main responsibility for a move-
ment toward reconciliation and joint action now rests
with the Establishment. Young people have been in-
volved and committed for some time; it is our turn
now.

"There are almost infinite possibilities for youth-
Establishment cooperation, but initiative and ingenu-
ity and commitment will be required to develop and
launch them on a meaningful scale. It might be states
or major cities developing an intern program that
really works. It might be providing logistical support,
a meeting place, telephones, and transportation for a
local group working on the environment. It might be
a genuine effort within a large organization to open
up communication with its younger members.

"If a hundred corporate presidents each undertook
to develop or respond to one such idea for youth-
Establishment collaboration, what a difference it
would make. If they were joined by 100 university

presidents, by 10 or 20 governors, the heads of
largest unions, the leadership of half a dozen
religious denominations, the presidents of 20 fo
tions, the leadership of a dozen professional so

if each of these leaders developed one good p
for youth-Establishment collaboration on the pr
social problems of our times, what a massive
it would have!

"If this could happen, the faith of young activi
the American system would be redeemed. It
go a long way toward meeting their urge to be
vant and constructive, to be part of the deci
making process, to really contribute to the for
motion of our society. The best impulses of the e
lishment would be maximized, including the desir
reconciliation with the young and readiness to
skills and resources for purposes larger than pt.'
success. And, perhaps the most important, we w
make progress on the tough issues that face our
ciety today.

"I believe these goals are possible. Whether t
are attained will depend on the efforts of each on

2ESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL ... OR SO WE LIKE TO THINK. IT'S MAGIC! AND THE MAGIC WORD IS ..

fr<
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William James' line, "It is that more lonely courage
which he showed when he dropped his warm
commission ...." might well be the topic of
discussion here as U. S. Commissioner of
Education Sidney P. Marland confers with former
Commissioners Francis Keppel and James Allen
during the Danforth-IIIDIEIAI seminar.

! AND THE MAGIC WORD IS . . . 18 !"

us. I have confidence that we will rise to the challenge,
and this is the prospect which makes me feel these are
exciting times to be alive."

4
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.;:. ourse In War." This film clip was provided
by-sTitrd arrangement with Aaron Spelling, co-
producer of the highly acclaimed television series. It

icted in dramatic terms how easily a campus dem-
ion during which students take over admin-
e offices can turn into a nightmare of bloody

violence and killing.

.

Pfling Mr. Rockefeller's provocative statement,
a college student introduced an eight-minute color
e lay of a "Mod Squad" television segment titled, "A

"The news media have shaped everyone's attitude
to the so-called 'campus wars'," the college student
told the convention delegates. He cited the fact that
confrontations have taken place on less than 10 per-
cent of all campuses and referred to a study which
showed that actual riots have occurred in only a
score of the nation's 2,500 colleges and universities.

"The College Research Center, which conducted
3,000 personal interviews on more than a hundred
campuses, reports that the average college student is
both bewildered and irritated by the 'overkill' of the
American press coverage of the qampus activities. As
a result," the young man concluded, "few of the
'over-30 generation' realized that to the college
student his demands for reforms, for reframing of
his university, were sincere appeals made to perpetu-
ate the university, not destroy it."

College student takes issue
with the news coverage
of "campus wars."

16
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Historic& erspective:
The koe of the College Entrance Examinati n Boa

One of the distinguishing features of the College
Entrance Examination Board is that from its beginning,
it has been a partnership of two educational power
structures. In current terminology, these were the
eastern secondary-school establishment and the east-
ern collegiate or university establishment in 1900.
The partnership was not formed easily and would not
have occurred had not each side very much needed
some things which could come only from the other
group. Both groups had been cantankerously indepen-
dent. The secondary schools insisted on the privilege
of dictating in detail the precise subject matter which
they considered the proper corpus of the secondary-
school education, and were perfectly willing to com-
municate this information to colleges. The colleges,
on the other hand, were equally adamant that they
knew the proper makeup of a collegiate curriculum,
and were equally willing to instruct high schools as to
the precise knowledge necessary to begin the training.
One not so minor difficulty was that the secondary
schools did not agree among themselves on what the
corpus was and the colleges suffered from the same
affliction.

17

In retrospect, the colleges apparently had a sligh
stronger bargaining position, for they had been a
to impose week-long examinations over precisely
scribed curricular material the examination to
taken after the secondary-school program had be
finished. The colleges called for different bits of su
ject matter, however; so the schools found it imp
sible to devise a common curriculum which wou
satisfy the exact requirements of the various colleg
To make matters worse, the examinations were I
largely to the preferences, one might say the whi
of instructors in the various colleges who prepar
the examinations.

The first period.
It was out of this disorder that the College Entran

Examination Board was born. Colleges agreed to bo
forego the privilege of making their own examinatio
and accept the result of a common examination. Th
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period.
s disorder that the College Entrance

was born. Colleges agreed to both
e of making their own examinations
.ult of a common examination. This

put steady pressure on colleges to agree on the ma-
terials they considered crucial, and permitted the
schools a more reasonable opportunity to provide this
specific preparation.

By looking at the information that schools and col-
leges in 1900 considered essential to communicate,
several inferences may be drawn as to the roles both
institutions sought to play in the growth of their
students.

1. There was agreement that it was the business of
schools and colleges to teach a fairly precise body of
information. Although the Board was born out of dis-
agreements about the details, the discrepancies were
minor in comparison to the consensus each considered
essential. An agreement also was reached as to where
the school stopped and the college took over.

2. There appeared at the time to be a considerable
consensus as to how students learn and as to the ap-
propriate method of teaching. John Dewey and Frances
Parker were holding forth in Chicago, but little echo
of their heresies was reflected either in the syllabi or

18



in the examinations. Looking back, it is easy to impute
a uniformity which probably did not exist, however;
there is little evidence of attention to individual differ-
ences, to creative activities, or to student initiative.

3. No suggestion was made that any of the values
or any of the information might go out of date and,
consequently, little attention was given to events in
the contemporary world. Schools and colleges were
preparing students to seek fairly defined goals in a
stable world with the training under the firm and un-
challenged control of adults.

4. No concern about emotional development, physi-
cal health, family planning, sex education, civil rights,
or identity crises was evident or at least, if either
was concerned about such matters, they assumed no
need to exchange information about them. Presum-
ably, if problems were ultimately to arise in any of
these areas, it was assumed either that the school had
no responsibility for dealing with them or that the
traditional arts curriculum was assumed to provide the
best training for such confrontations.

Furthermore, if students were excited by creative
impulses bursting to express themselves, this was not
a matter of formal school concern. The decision to
pursue post-secondary training was a matter left en-
tirely to individual responsibility, and in so far as the
clientele of the College Board was concerned, there
was no particular missionary effort to increase the
enrollment in post-secondary training.

The second period.
Between 1900 and ca. 1935, a number of events

occurred which, in combination, greatly influenced

ID
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not need to learn
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individual should have a

unique learning program.
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undemocratic institutions sin
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cording to the mythology of t
schools were to be complete
population.



All students do
not need to learn

the same things. Each

individual should have a

unique learning program.

school practice. The most basic was commonly re-
ferred to as the "democratization of the secondary
schools." The massive study of secondary education
completed in 1932 under the direction of Dr. Leonard
Koos, concluded that the secondary schools were still
undemocratic institution; since the aye:age I.Q. was
102. Theoretically, it should bave dropped to 87, ac-
cording to the mythology of the time, if the secondary
schools were to be completely representative of the
population.

Even though complete democratization was not
achieved, nevertheless, the percentage of the age group
entering and persisting in high school increased very
rapidly during the decades of the 20's, 30's, and 40's.
There was a broadening of the secondary curriculum,
a modification Of rigid graduation requirements, and
a steady decline in the importance attached to, or at
least in the attention given to, subject knowledge in
the traditional college preparatory field.

As a rosult of these various factors, the majority of



the colleges by 1940 could not and did not assume that
freshmen brought a dependable body of knowledge
shared by all which could be used as a floor for in-
struction in college. Colleges increasingly developed
freshman courses that were essentially self-contained
in that students with little specific knowledge but
with an ability to read well and the desire to learn
could enter courses with a respectable probability of
success. This, in turn, tended to make a comprehensive
subject matter examination taken in the summer after
high school graduation no longer necessary for en-
trance to a freshman class. The critical factors by the
mid-40's had become ability and a reasonable degree
of motivation.

During the same years, group tests for measuring
intelligence were developed. These were expanded
into short-answer, pen-and-pencil tests, purporting to
measure a generalized factor of academic aptitude. It
was not necessary to wait until the end of the sec-
ondary-school period to administer these tests. They
were easy to score, were relatively uninfluenced by
variations in school curriculum, and thus were well
suited for use over a nation in which there was neither
a national curriculum nor a national set of academic
standards.

During the late 30's, the College Board experimented
with the use of such tests and by 1940 they were being
used for the selection of scholarship students in a
number of eastern colleges. At the beginning of World
War II, it became evident that full mobilization of
manpower would be required, and this made it highly
desirable to accelerate the educational process by per-
mitting entrance to or departure from colleges at sev-
eral intervals during the year, rather than solely at the
traditional fall entrance. Aptitude tests lent them-
selves well to this need, and in 1942 the Board
presented a program of college entrance examinations
organized primarily around a test of scholastic
aptitude.

21

Other factors contributed to this
the country had for years accepte
admission to college by certificat
eastern colleges wishing to impose t
a week-long series of achievement te
which could only be termed hostile.
was neither a standardization of c
making standards left the more selec
a need to make some national com
school records and individual applic
available test of scholastic aptitude
instrument which assisted them to

The Achievement Tests were cont
end-of-course essay examinations.
short-answer tests and could be a
scored with sufficient economy to m
offer them several times during th
This pattern of a school transcript
test with optional achievement test
1942, continued relatively unchange
although there have been some add
battery.

What inferences can be drawn ab
the purposes of schools and colleg
First was the minimizing of the emp
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make some national comparisons between
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rn of a school transcript plus an aptitude
optional achievement tests, first offered in
inued relatively unchanged to the present,
here have been some additions to the test
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ses of schools and colleges in the 1940's?
le minimizing of the emphasis on the cen-
a body of common intellectual information.
t that colleges were willing and able to or-
ir freshmen courses in such a way that they
Altered with comparatively little regard to
us academic preparation for them. No longer

owledge of foreign language required for
beginning language was offered for

;redit.

Frank Bowles, a former executive of the College
Board, said at about this time that, "whereas we as-
sumed high schools were ceasing to be college pre-
paratory, we discovered that colleges merely defined
whatever high schools taught as college preparatory."
The procedure accepted the fact that there was a
blurring of the point at which secondary education
finished and collegiate education began. It also re-
moved any implied restraint on the breadth of the
curriculum in either institution.

Did these charges suggest a broadening of the goals
of schools and colleges? Judged by the information
which the College Entrance Examination Board trans-
ported from school to college, it seems highly ques-
tionable, according to Edward Sanders, vice president
of the Board. Mr. Sanders states, "Bear in mind that
the College Board's examination and procedures are
all under the direction of committees composed about
equally of representatives from schools and from
colleges. At my first attendance at a meeting of the
Committee on Examinations, I learned that in so far
as the Achievement Tests were concerned, the schools
were consieerably more influential in determining con-
tent than the colleges. The secondary-school represen-
tatives were primarily drawn from classroom teachers
and they knew what they were talking about. The
collegiate representatives tended to be drawn from
administrative officers who in most cases knew very
little about the subject matter. The result was, the
examinations tended to be made up of material which
the secondary-school people considered most essential.

"Remember the widely supported efforts of Ben
Wood to develop a cumulative record, a comprehen,
sive picture of the growth of a secondary-school stu-
dent which was designed to be transmitted to the
college? If you do remember them, I need not remind
you that it had a short life and very little influence on
admissions procedures. I am certain that if during the
past 20 years students were bursting with creative
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impulses, or they were loaded with personal prob-
lems which threatened to impede their programs, their
secondary teachers have communicated very little of
this to colleges. The most plausible explanation of the
paucity of information transferred is that neither in-
stitution deals actively with such areas.

"I am quite aware that in the almost perfect state,
each individual would have equal time for making
inferences, and I make no pretense of speaking from
a decanal infallibility. Feel free to draw your infer-
ences from the admissions information which was
considered to be adequate."

Third period.
Today is an educational light year from 1942. What

information do our schools and colleges now consider
essential to exchange? The most fundamental change
in the College Board is the point of view of the staff
and Trustees that students must be accepted as full
participants in the information-exchange system.
Perhaps the membership either schools or colleges

does not realize or accept this fully, for some re-
sistance is being expressed from both groups. "The
point of view" means that colleges are being asked to
ascribe themselves and their behavior in cons ulting-
room detail: resources, programs, clienteles, styles,
successes, and failures. In fact, the Board's Commis-
sion on Tests recommended that colleges should not
be eligible to receive test scores unless they agree to
report to students comparable information about
themselves.

Mr. Sanders told the assembled delegates, "I am
reminded of some lines from a poem by a high-school
boy who had strong feelings about one-way informa-
tion exchanges. He described his reactions in a poem

12

from which these lines have stuck in my

... so in the cold and frigid air
I fling aside my underwear, mor
secrets to acquaint you with
I rip my skin to strips of pirn
and when the exposé is done,
I hang, a filmy skeleton
While you sit there aloof rem()
And will not shed your overcoat

"Needless to say, self-revelation is not
when there is the will to achieve this; ne
colleges are to wear no more overcoats."

A study was published recently under th
of the American Council on Education wh
that colleges should be judged by their dr
misfits. The writer suggests that no significa
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under the title "The Best Colleges Have
Effect." The argument is that individual
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tend either to get in step or to withdrar.
group. In this situation, those who get in
made a change, those who do not get in ste
out are the superior people with high scores
expression and creativity. The author also
an extraordinary discovery that the long
remain away from home and their parent
autonomous and less dependent on their p
become! (Regardless of the general life s
college attended, which shows that one c
good as another unless it happens to have
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. . so in the cold and frigid air
I fling aside my underwear, more 10
secrets to acquaint you with
I rip my skin to strips of pith
and when the exposé is done,
I hang, a filmy skeleton
While you sit there aloof remote
And will not shed your overcoat.

"Needless to say, self-revelation is not easy, even
hen there is the will to achieve this; nevertheless,
lieges are to wear no more overcoats."
A study was published recefil:y under the auspices
the American Council on Education which argues

at colleges should be judged by their dropouts and
'sfits. The writer suggests that no significance should
attached to those students who pursue to a suc-

ssful conclusion the programs of training for which
ey came to the college! He argues that they obviously
ere prepared to carry such studies, and this reflects
) credit on the college. The investigator reported the
idy in the Saturday Review of January 16, 1971
der the title "The Best Colleges Have the Least
'feet." The argument is that individuals who are
t-of-step with the group in which they are traveling
nd either to get in step or to withdraw from the
oup. In this situation, those who get in step have
ade a change, those who do not get in step but drop-
it are the superior people with high scores on impulse
.pression and crerdivity. The author also reports as

extraordimy discovery that the longer students
main away from home and their parents the more
itonomous and less dependent on their parents they
.come! (Regardless of the general life style of the
)llege attended, which shows that one college is as
)od as another unless it happens to have more mis-

fits.) In a somewhat similar vein, another study pub-
lished under the auspices of the American Council in
1970 chided colleges for seeking and admitting "win-
ners," that is students who are adequately pt.lpared
for the college and carry their programs to successful
conclusions.

What inferences are to be drawn from these reports
as to the functions either schools or colleges were
presumably serving and if you were responsible for
the selection of information to be passed between col-
leges and high schools what would you choose?
College Board officers who attend meetings of school
counselors and admissions officers find that they seem
to be preoccupied with very much the same problems
that were expressed five, 10, or 15 years ago. They are
trying to help students find colleges and programs
which they want and in which they are successful. In
the words of Robert Rankin, vice president of the
Danforth Foundation, "It is hard to build a bridge if
you can't find either bank of the stream."

TO_
NEW DIRECTIONS

In addition to including students in the circle, the
College Board is attempting to extend the range of apti-
tudes which it identifies and measures. Unfortunately,
this task is difficult and success is limited, in part be-
cause most of the programs offered by colleges rest
heavily on verbal and mathematical skills. The Board's
primary effort to extend the range is included in the
Comparative Guidance and Placement Program, a
series of examinations designed for use in nonselective
colleges. The information is to be placed in the hands
of students in the hope that it will be of assistance
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to them as they plan their educational careers. It is a
fact, however, that most of the country's institutions
utilize these test instruments for purposes of predic-
tion more than they use them for guidance or
inspiration.

The College Board has expanded the Achievement
Tests. As early as 1955, it became quite apparent that
although many colleges and universities were offering
instruction that appeared to be essentially at the high-
school level, at the same time in some high schools
some students were doing academic work that was
clearly at the college level. The Advanced Placement
program was developed to provide a vehicle by which
colleges could assess and award credit for studies
completed on high-school campuses. The tests actually
are a return to the kind of end-of-course, subject-
matter examinations given during the Board's first
years, although the examinations do differ from the
earlier ones.

After some 15 years of use, c.,:y 50,000 students
used these tests in 1970. At least one Board executive
views with some skepticism a recent recommendation
of the Carnegie Commission that 500,000 students
should be granted admission to sophomore standing
in college on the basis of their high-school training.

The Board also provides achievement tests on
which students may earn college credit in a wide
variety of courses without regard to where they
acquired the information the College Level Exami-
nations. These have been developed in recognition of
the range of nonschool-training opportunities now
available in the society through occupational training,
military training, and audio-visual experiences. This
also recognizes that a very substantial amount of col-
lege entrance and placement now occurs beyond the
high-school-senior-college-freshman level.

The College Board currently is discussing programs
leading to the awarding of external degrees which are
based to greater or lesser extent on examinations
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In a letter to "Volunteer," the magazine o
the Peace Corps, former volunteer Ella Dorar
recalls that when she was sent to Bolivia ir
1964, she and other corpsmen were instructec
to try to motivate and educate the Indians tc
do the following things:

To wear shoes or sandals so they wouldn'
get worms.
To cut down on their chewing of mac
leaves because it dulled their initiative.
To be sanitary in order to eliminate
disease.
To respect other people's property so tha
there would be no need for vicious dogs
adobe walls with broken glass encrusted
on top, etc.

Three years after her Peace Corps service
she became a resident director in a girl's dormi
tory at Kent State University and encountered
educated students in a highly civilized coun
try who do the following:

Go barefoot everywhere but to class.
Smoke pot.
Throw garbage out the windows.
Eat mostly hamburgers, pizzas, and Frencl
fries.
Steal university property and from each
other without any real personal need.

"My question is," she writes, "Can we tell
other people in other countries, 'Do what I tel
you, not what I do'?"

(credit) TODAY
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without regard to attendance in formal or traditional
instruction. This will, of course, raise many new prob-
lems, not the least of which is whether measurement
devices can be developed which are adequate to assess
nontraditional learning experiences. The external de-
gree of the University of London, which is frequently
mentioned as a prototype, is based on examinations
over syllabi which are normally used as the basis for
instruction in a school setting and are very formal
and structured.

The Board is increasing the amount of biographical
information supplied to colleges, although at present
there is very little dependable evidence as to the utility
of this either for prediction or guidance. It is extremely
difficult to find useful measures of interest, motiva-
tions, or life goals.

It is equally difficult to place high-school teachers
and college professors in contact with each other. As
institutions and organizations grow in size, it seems
inescapable that they tend to communicate through
representatives which usually turn out to be adminis-
trative officers. The College Board's examination com-
mittees are drawn primarily from teachers, but at some
point it always seems that the technicians must take
over, and it becomes increasingly difficult to keep the
communication vigorous and timely among teachers
who actually see students.

Though these illustrations have been drawn from
the College Entrance Examination Board, the Ameri-
can College Testing Program is also actively concerned
in finding solutions to most of the problems with which
the Board is concerned. They are much younger than
the Board, but in a short time they have developed
services of such value that they are now used by a
very large number of institutions. Their staff members
share the concern of the staff of the College Board
that communication services make a positive contri-
bution to the ongoing growth of America's young
men and women.
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CHAPTER 3

NMI

Memorable Quotes
from the
Major Addresses

"It is not accidental that bells ring in the schools
because, after all, these young people are going
Zo have to wake up when the factory whistle blows. It
is not accidental that students are lectured to
because they are going to have to learn to take orders
from foremen in the factories or offices. It isn't
accidental that the system strives for standardized
output and uses all kinds of sophisticated measures
to achieve standardized output because all of these
are, in fact, characteristics of industrial society.
Industrialism is based on identical standardized
output. It is based on bureaucratic forms of
organization. It is based on hierarchy. School systems
reflect in great detail the characteristics of the
industrial world in which they have grown up.

"The schools have done a magnificent job of
simulating the outside world that the students were
going to move into, giving them an advance taste of
reality in which they were going to have to function.
The problem is that the industrial content is
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Gene L. Schwilck, left, vice president of the
nforth Foundation, asks a question of social
ic Alvin Toffler, author of the best-selling book,
ture Shock.

inning to crack, change, convert, and become
nething quite different. The tragedy of our
cational system lies in the fact that it is still

empting to produce people who will function
ectively in an industrial world at a time when
t industrial world is already beginning to vanish. It
rying to produce people who are geared for life
relatively homogeneous society and who are

und to a success ethic which is essentially a
ection of a materialistic value system. To continue
pump out students to meet these requirements
o produce millions of candidates for future shock.
'We need to bring these three ingredients into
educational system:
Greater and more frequent contact with
outside reality
Heavier emphasis on values
A shift of temporal focus toward the future."

Alvin Taller
Social Critic and

Author of Future Shock

"If educators cannot educate and if schools and
colleges cannot facilitate learning, then they should be
ignored and allowed to wither. In e.eir place should
be created new kinds of things. It is in determining
what kind of reform we must have and what
relevance really is, that I see what the laceration is
between `lower' and `higher' education. Nothing
really happens for the student at the end of 12 years.
In both places he is supposed to be a receiver, and
in both places he is supposed to be taught. The
major part of our-problem of working together must
be put in terms of what is learned and what is
taught as opposed to getting them out and getting
them in."

James E. Cheek
President
Howard University

"High-school people have many choice things to
say about college curriculum. But the colleges
aren't inclined to listen because the college curricula
are not in the hands of people who are expert at
general education but in the hands of the senior
professors of specialized disciplines. Is it a good
thing that the curriculum is in the hands of those that
have vested interests? Of course, the same is true
at the secondary level . . And if individual
differences mean anything, why do students need to
be sentenced to 12 years of precollegiate education
with no time off for good behavior? Might it not
be a better idea for some people to stay for 14 years
and others for maybe eight or 10 years."

Dwight W. Allen
Dean
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
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"If you really want to improve high-school-college
relationships, the most important thing that I can
think of to help the high schools would be to
produce some teachers who knew even the basic
principles of teaching and learning. We should try to
get teachers to understand that students do not
learn by listening to a teacher talk. We shouM try
to reduce the quantity of teacher talk from
55 - 60 percent of the time classes are in session down
to 10 percent so the students have time to learn."

J. Lloyd Trump
Associate Secretary
National Association of

Secondary School Principals

"The fundamental issue that is involved is not
the establishment of a National Institute of
Education. It is to understand two very difficult areas
of scientific endeavor. One is the nature of the
process of learning behavior. The second area is to
recognize the intimate relation of the educational
process in the society as a whole. It is not separate and
distinct but totally interrelated,"

Paul Saltman
Provost
Revel le College
University of California

"In the university world, we are unbearably locked
into a system of lectures, courses, seminars, and
semesters. The next revolution on the campuses is
going to be an educational revolution. It's going
to be students literally saying, 'We no longer can
abide the precultural, pretelevision, preparticipation,
prediscovery sense of the university I' "

Alan F. Westin
Director
Center for Research & Education

in American Liberties
Columbia University
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"Evaluation as learning will be a process
lets those who seek to affect policy and thos
affected by it be a part of its implementation.
will influence one another in a way that leav
open-ended on which changes. If e attempt
carry out programs of public change, and the
of public change involve regional diversity
open-endedness in which the responsibility
carrying out the change lies with the perip
the only kind of evaluation that is appropria
the center is what I call 'metro-evaluation.'
is the sort you carry out in which you seek t
others invent their own system of discovery
they are doing in the learning program."

Donald Schon
President:,
Organization for Socia

Technical Innovatim
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"I feel that the young people in secondary schools
and colleges are becoming more and more
convinced of the fact that the roles and the positions
they are being trained for are inadequate. It is a
mistake to discuss this whole question of relationships
between secondary schools and colleges without
saying something about the destructive character of
our society."

Joseph Rhodes
Graduate Student
Harvard University

"One of the most difficult adjustments we make
in the teaching-learning act, those of us who call
ourselves teachers, is the adjustment that relates to
the fact that today one does not garner respect
because he is a doctor, a priest, a rabbi, a teacher, or
even President. This basis for respect is
disintegrating in America and throughout the world.
Consequently, respect is gained on the basis of
what we are as persons and how we relate to others."

William Georgiades
Professor of Education
University of Suathern California

"I suggest that some of the things that colleges
have been damned for are things that are necessary.
The kind of scholarship we pursue, and see made
fun of by anti-intellectuals all the time, is not
irrelevant even though it is easy to laugh at. It has
been the force of that scholarship that has brought us
to the level of humanism we now have. The
standards necessary for scholarship are being greatly
threatened by some of the forces at work in the
field of education today."

William B. Boyd
President
Central Michigan University
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"As things stand now, we accredit only that
learning which takes place either in a school or on a
contract from the school. That is not really the
business of the school; the business of the school is
to further education. The business of employers is
to evaluate whether or not somebody has the required
skills to do a job. In so far as evaluation is not
connected with education, it really shouldn't be
the business of the university."

Sanford Newman
Student
Wesleyan University
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rhe Honorable John Brademas, left, talks with
Conference Chairman Francis Keppel prior to the
Congressman's address to the Danforth-

EIA1 delegates.

"There may be a lesson to be gained frorn the way
which we are cornpelled in the nature of the
,islative process to know sornething of what is
ing on in vocational education, educational
thnology, secondary education, and higher
ucation. As I view this relationship, I have noticed
t many interest groups who are lobbying in

ashington for one level of education pay little
ention to other levels of education, at least so far as
substance is concerned. The only tirne that

erybody gets into the comrnune together is when
ney is involved. Then sorne agreement is arrived
to reinforce and support one another, but little
done with respect to the substance of the
islation in this respect. The people in higher
ucation don't pay attention to what is going on in
cational education and the preschools don't
e attention to what's going on at the cornmunity

liege level. This is taking place at a tirne when
ople are beginning to realize that what happens
one end of the educational process can hdve
ignificant impact on what happens at the other end."

Honorable John Brademas
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States

"There is great concern today among the general
public that our high schools are lowering their
academic Standards through programs such as
work/learning and cornrnunity service. What we are
experiencing is a change of academic standards, not
a low! 2ing of them. The schools are becoming rnore
process-oriented, rather than cognitive directed.
I always remember the inscription beneath the bust
of Mark Twain in the Hall of Fame; it reads: 'Loyalty
to petrified opinion never yet broke a chain or freed
a human soul.' "

Robert G. Chollar
President

Charles F. Kettering Foundation and
ITIDIEIAI
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CHAPTE 4

Results of
Small-Group
Discussions

NktY

Robert G. Ghollar, President of the Charles F.
Kettering Foundation and III DI EIAI, makes a point
during one of the seminar's small-group sessions.
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A major portion of the seminar de
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PROBLEMS
AFFECTING BETTER
COOPERATION BETWEEN
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS*
1. The major objective in the public schools is
teaching and learning, whereas this objective has
become diluted in most colleges by the emphasis
placed on research, writing, and consulting.2. A great deal of confusion exists as to the intrinsic
goals and purposes of the secondary schools and
colleges within as well as between these two
levels. The overall goals of the public schools
have changed from the transmission of knowledge
and culture from the adult generation to its youth, to
the provision of those basic skills, attitudes, and
values that will enable the upcoming generation to
solve problems, make humane judgments, and
be committed to lifelong education through
self-initiated learning. The goals of colleges are either
less unified or expressed in such variable emphases
that it is difficult to make the most effective and
proficient connection between high schools and
colleges. More articulate communication on this
matter would be beneficial.3. Education has usually been viewed piecemeal
early childhood education, elementary, secondary,
and higher education rather than as a continuing

* These statements are representative of the opinions expressed
by the seminar delegates during their small-group meetings, and
do not nece isarily reflect the educational philosophy of the
Danforth Fcundation or IIIDIEIAI.
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process.
ea. A major obstacle is one of communication. The
problem of communication does not simply relate
to a call for the acceleration and consistency
of communication but to the necessity to establish
clearly the desire and need to communicate. The
rationale for open and direct communication cannot
and must not be identified with such matters as
admissions, the interchange of academic information,
and pedagogical procedures. It must be grounded
in the desire and need to improve the education of
America's youth. This is not to suggest that
admissions, the interchange of academic information,
and pedagogical procedures are not important
and viable subjects for discussion, but they must
be regarded as subordinate to the real and vital
desire and need for communication. The concern for
the quality, content, and process of contemporary
education must constitute the mandate for
communciation.5. College teaching is essentially the same today
as it was a hundred years ago. There is little
consistency in educational methodology between
secondary schools and colleges. Gifted high-school
youngsters have an opportunity to do independent
study and have experienced creative teaching.
Then they enter college and are subjected to
traditional teaching.
B. The quality of teaching in the last two years of
high school is often much better than the instruction
received during the first two years of college.7. Programs of cooperation between colleges and
secondary schools, that are now in progress, too
often reach only a minority of the students
and faculty who could be involved.
EL The admission requirements of colleges
and universities, which include College Board scores,
may serve to hinder true cooperation between
schools and colleges.
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while olleges are selective, while most secondary
dren. s ninst serve all children. However, changing
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ate this problem.
re mo Secondary schools are more accountable to
eges. ,ommunities than colleges. Forty percent of
uring students withdraw during the freshman year.
e at a ally high dropout rate at a high school would
mum tolerated by its community. Secondary-

school teachers and administrators have become
oriented to look with disfavor upon high dropout
rates. Some college departments are proud of
high failure rates because they feel this is evidence
of high academic standards.17. Assumptions about the differences in motivation
of secondary-school and college students are
exaggerated.
1 8. Inadequate procedures for evaluation of college
teaching contribute to the "publish or perish"
syndrome. If college professors were rewarded for
good teaching, more attention would be given to
improved communications between secondary
schools and colleges.19. There are great insufficiencies in counseling
secondary students concerning choice of college, what
to expect, and how to prepare.20. There should be more comprehensive reporting
to the colleges about students who enter them, and
there should be more reporting to secondary
schools about the college progress of their
former students.21. The primitive nature of interdisciplinary
cooperative relationships within colleges themselves
makes it extraordinarily difficult for the colleges to
work effectively with external educational groups.22. It is unique to find an individual at the college
level who really wants to work with the schools.
Such a person normally finds there is little professional
interest in his "school" activities by colleagues;
this, in turn, tends to affect his own career
possibilities. In addition, he has little or no
opportunity to discuss his "outside" work
meaningfully with his university peers and
customarily lacks professional sparring partners.
The lack of tangible rewards, incentives, and
scholarly reinforcement at the college level thus
strongly militates against effective relationships
with precollegiate units.
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23. The whole problem of "what's in it for me,"
and a lack of defined common goals and clear role
definitions, though often not discussed openly,
underlies much of the disenchantment and
dissatisfaction with secondary-school/college
relationships.24. Many prop .ts fail to take into account such
realities as the rol... of parents, students, unions, or
school structures. Legal and institutional restrictions
often are ignored or seen as someone else's
"problems".

APPROACHES AND
TECHNIQUES FOR
ATTAINING
AN IMPROVED
RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES*
1. There is a need for mechanisms to relate colleges
and secondary schools. The Education Improvement
Center (EIC) of New Haven, a consortium of six
New Haven colleges, was suggested as one model.
Mechanisms like EIC serve to:

identify specific problems and areas of
cooperation;
provide a neutral ground which helps break down
the status barrier between college and high-

* These statements are representative of the opinions expressed
by the s .,.ninar delegates during their small-group meetings, and
do not Lacessarily reflect the educational philosophy of the
Danforth Foundation or iIIDIEIAl.
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onal associations and
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'he usual biases, prejudices,
d manifest themselves
light be done with the
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size a "grass roots" or
iple. This is a massive
ct of considerable magnitude
heels of reconciliation
ondary schools can begin
:tion cannot be one
g a patch where a new

pplications of concepts
eeded. Schools should teach
as war, poverty, pollution,

and population education. However, teachers
need training in these fields and in instructional
approaches to them. Making the curriculum relevant
would help curb a great deal of the unrest on
secondary school and college campuses. An abstract
approach to the nature of learning makes school
much too boring for many young people to tolerate.
5. The schools need to develop more stimulating
teaching devices and techniques because they
are in competition with television and other electronic
media.
6. Secondary schools should let the colleges know
what they (the secondary schools) want in the way
of teacher training and admissions requirements.
7. Faculty members and students should be
exchanged between the high schools and the colleges
for certain courses and for varying periods of time.
Regional co-ordinating councils could be set up to
promote this exchange.
8. Triple T Projects (the training of teacher trainers)
are a step in the right direction. This is one of the
most logical interfaces between secondary and
higher education. In addition, a variety of inexpensive
and easily accessible refresher courses for secondary-
school teachers is needed on college campuses.
Many of the evening and summer courses now offered
to qualify teachers for pay increments are not
intellectually satisfying to secondary-school teachers.
9. The line between a high-school senior and a
college freshman has been much too finely drawn.
Some high-school students are ready to go on to
college after only three years of seconday education;
others may be ready to take a college c ,-Arse during
their sophomore year. Many alternatives should be
made possible as a general expectation and not an
exception. The length of time required for a bachelor's
degree needs to be more flexible, perhaps ranging
from three to five years. The opportunity for
internship experiences for credit away from the
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campus at the secondary and college levels ought
to be explmed.0. The basic assumptions upon which any
cooperative program is going to operate must be
honestly and openly examined, and a realistic
evaluation should be made of political and social
factors as well as educational relationships. For
example, vested interests have to be recognized for
what they are. One must recognize the psychological
impact of what is happening in society at large
on the inbiltutions and the program.
11. Teacher training efforts (pre-service and
in-service) should be designed to involve a true
partnership between schools and colleges.12 Attention must be given to problems of
articulation to avoid artificial separation and division
among various levels of education. Government
agencies, foundations, and other funding groups tend
to differentiate higher education from lower
education with unfortunate consequences. There is
a need for an operational understanding that
education can function as a continuum from womb
to tomb.13 Kindergarten through graduate school activities
should be combined under a single board of
education in each state. This is being attempted in
some states and the results should be studied carefully.14. Incentives, recognition, and rewards should be
developed at the secondary and college level for
collaborative efforts.
1 5. No one should assume that a single model or
pattern must necessarily apply to all schools or
situations or even to the same school in different years
with different personnel. A monolithic national
design will not solve problems. Grass-roots, cellular
efforts are needed that acknowledge a pluralism
approach and the diversity of value systems at work.
16,, Ways must be found to eliminate the negative
self-image of many high-school teachers and upgrade
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Service-learning opportunities help make a
high-school curriculum more relevant. Here, a student
visits an elementary classroom to sing songs with
the children; a high-school boy trains in a clinic
under fhe supervision of a doctor; and a teenage girl
acquires firsthand experience in child development
as she works with youngsters who were brought
into her homemaking' class. These scenes appeared in
a film clip during the seminar's multimedia
presentation, and are from the IIDIEjAI training
film "Hi, School!"
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the discretionary responsibility of these individuals
in both special projects and daily operations.17. Questions of accreditation, certification, and
other legal and institutional requirements should be
carefully considered. These questions must be dealt
with head-on when attempting to change the
structure of institutions or the operational design of
high-school/college relationships.18, In evaluating projects and relationships be-
tween colleges and secondary schools, educators must
not shy away from items difficult to measure and
only focus on the quantifiable. Further, they should
encourage greater exploration of how and why
projects either work or do not work. Current
approaches tend to stress the dynamics of initiation
and the results of the experiment as measured against
preset objectives. Too little is known as to what
really happens along the way in regard to what changes
in objectives or directions may have developed.19. A national statement of educational goals and
values should be developed to help the general
public understand the nature of fundamental
educational problems. This might be done through an
educational policy commission of distinguished
people, both educators and noneducators, to
inaugurate a review process to define and clearly
articulate goals and purposes for the respective
institutions.20. It would be desirable to consider legislation for
federal financing that would subsidize programs
designed to bring about reapproachment and mutual
goal setting in regard to curriculum, teacher training,
the sharing of facilities, and community
involvement. One step would be the creation of a
number of model programs headed by twa paid
officers, one from the college and one from the
secondary school, who would be on released time
from their institutions. Evaluation should be a
standard accompaniment of the programs.
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se of the high-school diploma should be

dropped as an effective instrument in the educational
process of the 20th Century. The diploma has
impeded more progress than it has advanced and
should be replaced by descriptive and supporting
statements of achievement and progress.29. Admissions personnel should include college
students and faculty members among their visitation
teams to the secondary schools.29 The educational program for teachers at all levels
shouldinclude instruction and experience in the
area of cooperation between colleges and
secondary schools.30. States should reorganize their educational
structure so that one individual would be responsible
for all education in the state from early childhood
to postdoctoral programs. This person would
probably be a commissioner of education and, with a
professional staff, would be responsible for
long-range planning, coordination, and administration
of all educational programs in the state. Under
this commissioner of education would be a deputy
commissioner for higher education, a deputy
commissioner for junior colleges, and a
deputy commissioner for public schools.
31. Secondary schools should move away from the
present system of semester hour credits or Carnegie
units and reorganize their curricula so that students
can get out into the community and be allowed
to experience, study, and learn from the real world.32. The overlapping of curriculum between the
12th grade of high school and the first year of college
should be eliminated or one of these years should
be abolished. All high-school students who are
given advanced standing in uoilege should receive
college credit for the applicable work done while
in secondary school.33. Colleges and secondary schools should make
available their campuses and courses to students from
both levels.
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